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Energy Audits – A First Step in Utility Cost Reduction

We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children.
~Native American Proverb
By Donald R. Voigt, PE, CEM, Engineered Equipment Integration

Industrial, commercial, and municipal organizations are directly identifiable major consumers of energy.
This summary report is based on field audits of municipal water and wastewater utilities. Such utilities
are readily identified and compared against international benchmarked standards. The approaches, tools,
and review principles presented here can often be directly applied to a broad spectrum of industrial and
commercial sites.
Providing reliable city services including
safe drinking water and subsequent
waste conveyance and treatment
represents a substantial investment
in equipment, staff, and associated
maintenance. With these burdens, it
is not surprising to know that energy
efficiency has not been a dominant nor
driving issue in the vast majority of
utilities throughout the nation. In recent
years, however, both the escalating cost
of energy and the concurrent awareness
of environmental implications have
created a strong interest in reducing
consumption.
Energy is a significant cost (typically
representing up to 10% of a
community’s budget). And, these costs
continue to escalate at a higher pace
than inflation. Electric and gas suppliers
are changing the rules by which costs are
assigned. Examples becoming prevalent
throughout the country are “time-of-use”
tariffs, “demand” and “power factor”
tariffs and similar invoicing premiums.
Communities have had a long history of
focusing on environmental issues. Such
focus includes the awareness that “what
we do in this generation will affect all
future generations to come.” Forestry
practices, lakes and estuaries protection
and protection/preservation of wildlife
are consistently found as underpinnings
to all ventures. Thus, the early interest
in innovative approaches to managing
22
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energy consumption and renewable
energy would be an expected initiative
for most communities.

Wisconsin Focus on Energy estimates
that 95% of communities do not
currently track energy costs, nor do
communities have their respective
municipal departments account for these
costs on a monthly basis.
The beginning is obvious, establish
a baseline for all energy cost and
consumption by department or division.
This is normally accomplished through
an “Energy Audit.”
A Typical Project Approach:
Energy audits consist of three primary
work items:
1. A physical “walk through” of the sites
to be studied;
2. A review of the energy bills; and
3. A summary of existing conditions and
recommended changes for the areas of
obvious need.

Energy Audits Establish Current
Consumption Practices

As all successful businesses know,
“what is measured, benchmarked and
subsequently progress reported, gets
done.” Energy costs in communities
—throughout the U.S.—are often
“unknown.” For the most part, energy
bills are sent to the community’s clerk
office and are simply paid as “part of
the cost of operations.” As evidence,
November 2011

Many energy-providing utilities or
utility-funded agencies provide a
“Type I Audit” at no cost. In order
to establish meaningful construction
and operational changes, a deeper
investigation of specific energy
consumption in the municipality may
be needed.
Higher-level audits often utilize such
instruments as watt meters, amp meters,
flow meters, pressure gauges and heating
and air-conditioning combustion and
temperature gauges (including infrared
meters). These latter steps are generally
fleng.org

considered a “Type II Audit” and
result in documented consumption
for individual devices as opposed to
reading a power meter on the exterior
of a building—which normally serves
multiple uses.
The instruments utilized in Type II
audits might include, for example, the
following field devices:
• Digital recording watt meter: a
portable instrument which provides
a wide range of motor characteristics
including watts, phase balance, power
factor and motor amp characteristics.
• Portable voltage and amp meter with
pressure gauge option
• Flow meter, pressure gauges, and
combustion analyzer
• Digital camera for the recording of
site locations and records of specific
measurements and site conditions.
• Tape measure and stopwatch (for the
measurement of structures and for the
calculation of flow rate via volume
displacement in larger pumping
applications)
Audits of this level with adequate
equipment will generally be
conducted by licensed and certified
energy engineers.

Energy Provider:

The energy provider for electric (and
gas, where available) are key to a
successful audit. Most electric and gas
utility providers will have an assigned
account manager for larger customers
—such as municipalities or industries.
This person is always anxious to assist
in energy reduction efforts, believe it
or not, since reductions from existing
consumers allows the utility to control
costs. And, larger costs are integral to the
expensive need to build more and larger
power providing facilities (from cable to
pipelines to power plants).
Benchmarking of Energy Consumption
for “non-motor-driven” lighting, heating,
ventilating, and air-conditioning:
The majority of energy consumption
for utility infrastructure (such as
fleng.org

water and wastewater) will be found
in motor-driven pumps, blowers, and
related motor-driven machinery found
inside the facility. For this reason, most
field measurement studies will focus
on the motor-driven equipment. It is
interesting, however, to present power
bill or fuel bills in monthly trending
bar graphs. Tabulation of the data in
this format can reveal, for instance,
the fact that a number of the
buildings utilize electric heat and airconditioning—and are frequently not
controlled for minimum use and
“set-back” temperatures.

In a recent audit for a series of
municipal pump houses in a northern
climate we found the following:
1. All buildings and pumping structures
containing heaters which are primary
sources of their environmental heat
should have “smart temperature
controllers” installed on the units.
These controllers should be set to
minimum acceptable/safe temperature
levels (shown above) for a coldclimate located well house and the
power disproportionately consumed
in winter months.
2. All buildings containing heaters
should be reviewed for the cost to
switch from electric to LP gas or
natural gas (if gas lines run near the
building), since the cost of operation
for gas will be in the range of ½ the
cost of equivalent BTU’s as generated
by electric power.
3. After the stabilization of energy costs
for HVAC/electric lights has been

established, a direct way to monitor
and control these costs is to compare
your building use per square foot
with other similar structures through
what is called “Energy Use Index” or
“EUI.”
Lighting

Street lighting, from traffic signal
lights to street lights themselves, will
be a significant portion of municipal
energy costs. Conversion to LED street
lighting has been accomplished in many
communities. Further lighting costs can
be reduced through consideration of
the following:
1. Upgrade of lighting devices to LED.
2. Dimming and motion sensors can
reduce lighting requirements.
3. Interval or “sequential” street lamps
reduce lighting requirements during
periods when no one is walking
or using the areas being lit. One
recently-released device allows
residents in residential areas to
control/light their areas through
smart phones.
Lighting in all buildings/structures is
generally found to predominantly utilize
fluorescent fixtures. The fixtures installed
are often inefficient lamps (T-12) and
associated ballasts. Where the lamps are
being operated for more than several
hours per day, these should be replaced
with T-8 lamps and associated ballasts.
Such lamps and ballasts fit directly
into existing fixtures and consume only
about 60% of the power of T-12 lamps
(output of the respective lamps is 110
lumens/watt for T-8 vs. 60 lumens/watt
for T-12.
If lighting areas and use times are large
enough, complete replacement of T12 fixtures with T-5 lighting or LED
lighting may be justified.
Recommended Policy Changes
The following changes are predicted to
bring a minimum of 10% savings of
total annual energy cost.
Continued on Page 32

About the Author:
Don Voigt, PE, CEM is a mechanical engineer with a master’s from
Marquette University. He founded a consulting engineering company which
became a leading systems integrator in Midwestern USA Energenecs Inc. of
Cedarburg, WI. In 2008, he founded an energy cost-reduction consulting
firm, Engineered Equipment Integration Co. of Fort Myers Beach and Port
Washington, WI. His firm teamed with WRc of England in one of the first
comparative energy benchmarking studies of water/wastewater systems
in North America. Engineer Voigt is active in the American Water Works
Association “Wisconsin Water for the World” program with ongoing projects in Guatemala. He is
also active in STEM projects for K-12 students. Reach him by email at don@equipintegration.com.
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Energy Audits Continued From Page 23

No Cost (for implementation) Changes:
• Designate an internal “energy
program manager” who is
1. interested in energy reduction/
planning, and
2. wishes to tie some level of her/his
compensation to the savings and/
or improvements in energy costs
which result from changes made.

• Replace all fluorescent lamps with T-8
lamps and T-8 rated electronic ballasts
using same fixture bodies. Or, replace
entire fixtures with T-5 or LED
fixtures

• Develop an energy committee where
each department is made aware of
new improvements and is able to
boast of improvements made in their
department.

• Retain a local HVAC contractor
to conduct an energy survey of
the buildings for infrastructure
using “blower door” and infrared
instrumentation/equipment. Then,
seal and insulate as suggested by
this study.

• Present an annual award at a
festive function honoring the
accomplishments of the person most
improved in energy reduction, etc.
• Acquire “premium efficiency” motors
to be supplied when changing motors
due to upgrades, or when specifying
new motors for expansions. These are
a minor increase in cost over historical
“high efficiency” motors but offer
lifetime savings estimated at 5% of
operating costs.
• Work with your outside utility/power
provider energy coordinator and:
- Review the multitude of meters
in your infrastructure network,
naming the meters at each site in
a logical and sequential fashion so
that all meter lists correlate and
identify the appropriate site.
- Request that all utility bills related
to these infrastructure sites be sent
as a single compilation (or, have
your accounting department do
this) to the respective department/
utility manager’s office, and
- Track/graph these bills (and the
total) against previous year’s costs/
bills. This alone is projected to save
10% by virtue of simple tracking/
awareness, as reported by multiple
reports on this practice.
Low-Cost Changes:

• For “above-grade” buildings, consider
replacing building HVAC equipment
with alternative technologies,
i.e. heat pump, solar heat and similar.
• Install occupancy sensors and
“setback” thermostats in each
building.
• Install proximity sensors or motion
sensors on outside lighting in the
building areas, and in rooms or
conference areas where people are
only occasionally occupying
the room.
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• Consider dimming street lights or
lighting alternating poles during
2 a.m. to 6 a.m. time frames.

Future changes (more costly while these
might be incorporated into planned
improvements):
• SCADA improvements. Install watt
meters on larger motors (over
5 hp) and tie watt meters and
elapsed time meters (and flow, where
available) into SCADA and have
integrator “build” charts to provide
a “dashboard” view on the SCADA
which indicates energy consumption
overall and by site.
• Define a routine operation and
maintenance improvement plan.
Long-Range Planning:

When contracting for new systems of
any kind which may have implications
of energy consumption, set up a set of
guidelines by which proposed systems
will be evaluated as acceptable. Include
the following:
• New buildings shall be constructed
to a LEED standards (even though
you may not wish to obtain
certification). Building according to
LEED standards costs little extra and
pays large returns in energy savings/
recovery. Lighting, HVAC, building
materials and insulation are all very
well defined for highest efficiency
when LEED standards are stipulated/
required. This standard fits well pump
houses, lift station buildings, and
housing and buildings of all types.
• Any motors which have failed or
which need to be added/changed
should be replaced with “premium
efficiency” and sized according to
load—not over sizing nor under
sizing them. Motors are at maximum
efficiency at about 75% load and
their power factor should be
0.8 or higher.
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• Pumps and blowers need to be
evaluated for life cycle cost of
maintenance with energy costs
integrated into the evaluation. It is
not unusual for the operating costs
of such pumps/blower to be 10 times
the initial capital costs or higher.
Thus, a careful standard needs to be
set forth when such equipment is
selected/specified/purchased.
• Passive solar heat (hot water and
building/premises) along with solar
panels and wind energy continue
to become increasingly competitive
as compared to traditional energy
sources. Wind, in particular,
should be consistently reevaluated.
A recent report indicates that the
department of energy has new “test”
or demonstration towers which are
available to re-examine viability of
wind for the higher points of land
on the reservation. A study of the
feasibility of wind may require a
$20,000 study but may be justified in
light of recent technological changes.
• Team up with department managers
throughout the community and
consider proposals from Energy
Service Contract Providers (ESCO’s),
where the provider offers a
competitive contract to reduce energy
consumption/costs with the payback/
cost sharing in the energy savings.
• Contract with an energy engineer to
provide an Energy Star Performance
rating for your water and wastewater
utilities, in which your facility
is routinely compared to similar
facilities worldwide, and where your
utility will receive continuous updates
and assistance in improving energy
efficiency on a routine basis.
Closing Thoughts

The rising cost of energy is becoming
a greater and greater percentage of the
operating budget for public utilities.
An energy audit is a preliminary step to
address this issue and to plan a course
for the future. We have identified
short- and long-term suggestions to help
reduce existing energy costs, which will
become more and more important as
time goes by.
Additional Support. Future Actions.
Energy initiatives suggested in this report
are based on approximate values for the
various component and construction
costs. Additional supporting information
is available upon request. n
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